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Abstract—We first show that by combining monodimensional filter banks one
can obtain nonseparable filter banks. We then give necessary conditions for these
filter banks to generate orthonormal and regular wavelets. Finally, we establish that
some of these filter banks lead to arbitrarily smooth, nonseparable, orthonormal,
compactly supported wavelet bases.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
An orthonormal wavelet basis for L2.Rd/ is a Hilbertian basis of the form
f2jd=2 i.2j x − k/I j 2 Z; k 2 Zd; i D 1; : : : ;2d − 1g:
In general, the subspaces Vj defined for all j 2 Z by
Vj D spanf i.2lx − k/I l < j; k 2 Zd ; i D 1; : : : ;2d − 1g;
are a multiresolution analysis, i.e., they satisfy
(a) Tj2ZVj D f0g and Sj2ZVj D L2.Rd /,
(b) 8j , Vj  VjC1,
(c) there exists a function ’.x/ 2 V0, called a scaling function, such that the sequence
f’.x − k/gk2Zd is a Hilbertian basis of V0.
Let W0 be the Hilbert subspace of V1 such that V1 D V0 W0; then
f i.x − k/I k 2 Zd ; i D 1; : : : ;2d − 1g;
is a Hilbertian basis of W0.
We will suppose that all the scaling functions and the wavelets we are going to deal with
are both compactly supported and generated by multiresolution analyses. Thus, the Fourier
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transforms of the functions ’ and  1; : : : ; 2d−1 are given by
O’./D
1Y
kD1
M0.2−k/ (1.1)
and for all k, 1 k  2d − 1,
O k./DMk.2−1/ O’.2−1/; (1.2)
where the d-variables trigonometric polynomials M0./; : : : ;M2d−1./ form a d-dimen-
sional filter bank: we have
M0.0/D 1; (1.3)
and for all k, l 2 f0; : : : ;2d − 1gX
2f0;1gd
Mk. C /Ml. C /D k;l; (1.4)
with k;l D 1 when k D l and k;l D 0 when k 6D l.
Let Pd be the vector space of all d-variable trigonometric polynomials and let T be the
operator from Pd to Pd , called the transfer operator, defined by
T P./D
X
2f0;1gd
jM0.2−1 C /j2P.2−1 C /:
We will say that the filter bank fMk./g0k2d−1 satisfies Lawton’s condition (in
fact this means that the refinement mask M0./ satisfies this condition) if the equality
T P D P holds only when the trigonometric polynomial P is a constant. It is well
known that Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) define a one-to-one correspondence between the
orthonormal compactly supported wavelet bases and the filter banks that satisfy Lawton’s
condition [8, 11–13].
The monodimensional Daubechies filter bank with L 1 vanishing moments is the filter
bank fdk;L.x/g0k1 defined by
jd0;L.x/j2 D cL
Z 
x
sin2L−1 t dt
d1;L.x/D e−ixd0;L.x C /:
(1.5)
It is well known that the filter banks (1.5) generate compactly supported orthonormal
wavelet bases for L2.R/ of arbitrarily high regularity [8].
There exist three main reasons that the Daubechies method for constructing the filter
banks fdk;L.x/g0k1 cannot be adapted to multidimensional filter banks. The first reason
is that given a d-variable trigonometric polynomial M0./ satisfying (1.3) and (1.4) for
k D l D 0, it is in general very difficult to construct d-variable trigonometric polynomials
M1./; : : : ;M2d−1./ such that fMk./g0k2d−1 is a filter bank. The second reason
is that one cannot necessarily factor a multivariate trigonometric polynomial vanishing
somewhere. The third reason is that, in general, it is hard to extend the Fejer–Riesz lemma
to multivariate trigonometric polynomials.
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This is why, until recently, the known compactly supported orthonormal wavelet bases
of high regularity have all been separable, which means that modulo the action f .x/ 7!
f .Ax/ of SL.d;Z/ they are of the form
2jd=2 l11 .2
j x1 − k1/ : : : ldd .2j xd − kd/;
where .l1; : : : ; ld / 2 f0;1gd with .l1; : : : ; ld/ 6D .0; : : : ;0/,  0n is a monodimensional
scaling function and  1n is the corresponding wavelet [8, 14]. A separable filter bank is
a filter bank that generates a separable wavelet basis.
It is clear that the separable wavelets are easy to construct. Nevertheless, because they
are so special, they have very little design freedom. Therefore, they cannot be symmetrical
(the only exception is the Haar basis).
Only a few nonseparable, orthonormal, compactly supported wavelet bases of low
regularity have been constructed until recently: the wavelet bases whose scaling functions
are the characteristic functions of self-similar subsets of Rd [7, 13] and the wavelet bases
obtained by “polyphase components” methods [10, 15]. The wavelets of the first class
are easy to construct but cannot be continuous and often lack regularity. The wavelets
of the second class are constructed numerically. Some of them are symmetrical and C1
[10, 15], and hence are more adapted than the separable wavelets to some applications
(image compression). However, it seems very difficult to obtain wavelets of high regularity
by “polyphase components” methods, since the required computations then become very
complex.
This paper is organized as follows. First we show that one can construct nonseparable
filter banks by combining monodimensional filter banks (second section) and then we use
some of these filter banks to generate nonseparable, compactly supported, orthonormal real
wavelet bases of arbitrarily high regularity (third section).
After submitting this paper, the author found out that Belogay and Wang have
constructed arbitrarily smooth orthogonal nonseparable wavelets in R2 for the dilation
matrix 
0 2
1 0

(see [2]).
2. OUR NONSEPARABLE FILTER BANKS
2.1. Preliminary Results
PdL  Pd will be the subspace of the d-variable trigonometric polynomials whose
partial derivatives of order less than L− 1 vanish at zero. fMk./g0k2d−1 will be a d-
dimensional filter bank and T will be the corresponding transfer operator.
Suppose that fMk./g0k2d−1 generates wavelets with L vanishing moments; then it
follows from (1.2)–(1.4) that
@1CCd
.@1/1 : : : .@d/d
M0

./D 0; (2.1)
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for all .1; : : : ; d/, 0  1 C    C d  L − 1, and for all nonvanishing  2 f0;1gd .
Therefore, when the filter bank fMk./g satisfies (2.1) we will say that it has L vanishing
moments. Then we will have T .PdL/ PdL and .TjPdL/ will be the spectral radius of the
restriction of T to PdL. Recall that
.TjPdL/Dmaxfjj j 9u 2P
d
L; u 6D 0 and T uD ug D lim
k!1kT
k
jPdL
k1=k:
We will say that a filter bank has exactly L vanishing moments if it has L vanishing
moments but it has not LC 1 vanishing moments.
It is not hard to show that
PROPOSITION 2.1. A filter bank satisfies Lawton’s condition if and only if
.TjPd1 / < 1.
For all  the Sobolev space W2 .Rd / is defined by
W2 .R
d/D

f 2L2.Rd/ j
Z
Rd
j Of ./j2.1C j j/2 d <1

:
One can measure the regularity of a function f 2 L2.Rd/ by its critical Sobolev
exponent
.f /D supfjf 2W2 .Rd /g:
THEOREM 2.2 [6, 16]. A d-dimensional filter bank with exactly L vanishing moments
generates wavelets whose critical Sobolev exponent is equal to −d log2d .TjPd2L/=2.
2.2. Construction of the filter banks
We are going to construct two classes of multidimensional filter banks that will be
“often” nonseparable. The first class is formed by the semiseparable filter banks.
To explain where the semiseparable filter banks come from, let us begin by an instructive
calculation. It is useful to recall that (1.3) and (1.4) are equivalent to
M0 .0/D 2−d; (2.2)
and for all k, l 2 f0; : : : ;2d − 1gX
2f0;1gd
Mk ./M

l ./D 2−dk;l; (2.3)
where Mk ./D QMk .2/e−i , the trigonometric polynomials QMk ./ being defined by the
equality
Mk./D
X
2f0;1gd
QMk .2/e−i : (2.4)
From now on, we will take d D 2 to simplify the notation, but our results remain valid
for any d .
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Suppose fMk1;k2.1; 2/g0k1;k21 D fak1.1/mk2.2/g0k1;k21 is a separable bidi-
mensional filter bank. Using the same notation as above, one has M1;2k1;k2 .1; 2/ D
a
1
k1
.1/m
2
k2
.2/ and one can show easily that for all k1, k2, l1, l2X
.1;2/2f0;1g2
M
1;2
k1;k2
.1; 2/M
1;2
l1;l2
.1; 2/D
 X
12f0;1g
a
1
k1
.1/a
1
l1
.1/

m0k2.2/m
0
l2
.2/
C
 X
12f0;1g
a
1
k1
.1/a
1
l1
.1/

m1k2.2/m
1
l2
.2/:
(2.5)
Then one can see that the right-hand side of (2.5) satisfies (2.3) because its first term is
equal to 2−1k1;l1m0k2.2/m
0
l2
.2/, its second term is equal to 2−1k1;l1m1k2.2/m
1
l2
.2/, and
m0k2.2/m
0
l2
.2/ C m1k2.2/m1l2.2/ D 2−1k2;l2 . Therefore, one can replace the right-hand
side of the equality (2.5) by
D
 X
12f0;1g
a
1
k1
.1/a
1
l1
.1/

m0k2.2/m
0
l2
.2/C
 X
12f0;1g
b
1
k1
.1/b
1
l1
.1/

m1k2.2/m
1
l2
.2/;
and the relation (2.3) will still be satisfied provided that P12f0;1g b1k1 .1/b1l1 .1/ D
2−1k1;l1 . Thus, we have the following result.
THEOREM 2.3. Let fak.x/g0k1, fbk.x/g0k1, and fmk.x/g0k1 be three monodi-
mensional filter banks. The trigonometric polynomials
M0.1; 2/D a0.1/m00.2/C b0.1/m10.2/
M1.1; 2/D a0.1/m01.2/C b0.1/m11.2/
M2.1; 2/D a1.1/m00.2/C b1.1/m10.2/
M3.1; 2/D a1.1/m01.2/C b0.1/m11.2/
(2.6)
form a bidimensional filter bank called a semiseparable filter bank. Moreover, if a 6D b
and if m0.x/ has at least three nonvanishing coefficients, then fMk.1; 2/g0k3 is
nonseparable.
Proof. M0.1; 2/ is nonseparable modulo the action f .x/ 7! f .Ax/ of SL.2;Z/ if it
cannot be written
M0.1; 2/D c0.a111 C a122/d0.a211 C a222/; (2.7)
where fck.x/g and fdk.x/g are two monodimensional filter banks and the matrix A D
.aij /1i;j2 belongs to SL.2;Z/.
From now on, to avoid tedious calculations we will suppose that A is the identity (our
results remain valid for any other matrix A 2 SL.2;Z/; see [1]). Then taking in (2.7)
.1; 2/D .x;/, since d0./D 0 one obtains that a0.x/D b0.x/.
Next, we construct another class of d-dimensional filter banks. As above, we will
suppose that d D 2, but our results remain valid in general.
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Let us first explain the intuition behind these filter banks. Suppose that fmk.x/g is a
monodimensional filter bank; then for any  2 T0;1U one can construct a trigonometric
polynomial p.x/ that satisfies
jp.x/j2 D jm0.x/j2 C .1− /jm1.x/j2:
Therefore p.x/ can be seen as “a convex combination” of m0.x/ and m1.x/. One can
easily show that
jp.x/j2 C jp.x C /j2 D 1
and this last relation is clearly analogous to (1.4). Thus, being given a separable filter bank
fuk1.1/vk2.2/g0k1;k21 one may wonder whether some “convex combinations” of the
trigonometric polynomials uk1.1/vk2.2/ may lead to nonseparable filter banks. We have
the following result.
THEOREM 2.4. Let fuk.x/g0k1, fvk.x/g0k1 be two monodimensional filter banks
and let .x/, .x/ be two one-variable trigonometric polynomials such that
.0/D 1
j.x/j2 C j.x/j2 D 1: (2.8)
Then the trigonometric polynomials
N0.1; 2/D u0.1/T.22/v0.2/C .22/v1.2/e−i21U
N1.1; 2/D u0.1/T.22/v0.2/− .22/v1.2/e−i21U
N2.1; 2/D u1.1/T.22/v0.2/C .22/v1.2/e−i21U
N3.1; 2/D u1.1/T.22/v0.2/− .22/v1.2/e−i21U
(2.9)
form a nonsemiseparable bidimensional filter bank, modulo the action f .x/ 7! f .Ax/ of
SL.2;Z/.
Proof. It is not difficult to show that fNk.1; 2/g0k3 is a filter bank. Let us show that
it is nonseparable. Suppose that
N0.1; 2/D c0.1/m0.2/I
then we have
N0.1;0/D u0.1/D c0.1/:
This leads to the contradiction that
m0.2/D .22/v0.2/C .22/v1.2/e−i21 :
More generally, some tedious calculations allow us to show that N0.1; 2/ cannot be
written in the form
N0.1; 2/D c0.a111 C a122/m00.a211 C a222/
Cd0.a111 C a122/m10.a211 C a222/;
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where fck.x/g, fdk.x/g, fmk.x/g are three monodimensional filter banks and m0.x/ D
1
2 Tm0.x/C .−1/m0.x C /U (see [1]). This means that fNk.1; 2/g is nonsemiseparable
modulo the action of SL.2;Z/.
fwk.x/g0k1 will be the monodimensional filter bank
w0.x/D .2x/v0.x/C .2x/v1.x/
w1.x/D e−ixw0.x C /: (2.10)
2.3. Lawton’s condition
We will give necessary conditions for the filter banks (2.6) and (2.9) to satisfy Lawton’s
condition.
Let us first state a useful lemma.
LEMMA 2.5. Let TM , TN , Tm, Tu, and Tw be the transfer operators that correspond
to the filter banks fMk.1; 2/g, fNk.1; 2/g, fmk.x/g, fuk.x/g, and fwk.x/g (see (2.6),
(2.9), and (2.10)). We have for all L  1 .TmjP1L/  .TMjP2L/, .TujP1L/  .TN jP2L/,
and .TujP1L/ .TN jP2L/.
Proof. For p.x/ 2 P1L, let P.1; 2/ and Q.1; 2/ be the trigonometric polyno-
mials of P2L defined by P.1; 2/ D p.2/ and Q.1; 2/ D p.1/. For all k  1 we
have T kMP.0; 2/ D T kmp.2/, T kNP.0; 2/ D T kwp.2/, and T kNQ.1;0/ D T ku p.1/. This
implies that kT kmpk1  kT kMPk1 , kT kwpk1  kT kNPk1 , and kT ku pk1  kT kNQk1.
Consequently, we have .TmjP1L/  .TMjP2L/, .TwjP1L/  .TN jP2L/, and .TujP1L/ 
.TN jP2L/.
PROPOSITION 2.6. (i) Suppose that the filter bank (2.6) satisfies Lawton’s condition.
Then the monodimensional filter bank fmk.x/g satisfies this condition as well.
(ii) Suppose that the filter bank (2.9) satisfies Lawton’s condition. Then the
monodimensional filter bank fuk.x/g and fwk.x/g (see (2.10)) satisfy this condition as
well.
Proof. This proposition follows from Lemma 2.5 when L D 1 and from Proposi-
tion 2.1.
It is clear that a separable filter bank fap.111 C 122/mq.211 C 222/g0p;q1
(where .ij / 2 SL.2;Z// satisfies Lawton’s condition if and only if the monodimensional
filter banks fak.x/g and fmk.x/g satisfy this condition. But it seems interesting to note that
a semiseparable filter bank may satisfy Lawton’s condition even if fak.x/g and/or fbk.x/g
do not satisfy this condition. Indeed, by computing the eigenvalues of the corresponding
transfer operators, one can show that the semiseparable filter bank such that a0.x/ D
m0.x/D .1C e−ix/=2, b0.x/D .1C e−i3x/=2 and the semiseparable filter bank such that
a0.x/ D .1 C e−i3x/=2, b0.x/ D .1 C e−i5x/=2, m0.x/ D .1 C e−ix/=2 satisfy Lawton’s
condition. We have not yet found a necessary and sufficient condition on fak.x/g, fbk.x/g,
and fmk.x/g for the corresponding semiseparable filter bank to satisfy Lawton’s condition.
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2.4. Vanishing moments and regularity
We will show that one can easily control the number of vanishing moments of the
filter banks (2.6) and (2.9), and we will give necessary conditions for these filter banks
to generate regular wavelets.
PROPOSITION 2.7. (i) The filter bank (2.6) has L vanishing moments if and only if
fak.x/g, fbk.x/g, fmk.x/g have L vanishing moments and a0.0/D b0.0/; : : : ; a.L−1/.0/D
b.L−1/.0/.
(ii) A necessary condition for the filter bank (2.9) to haveL vanishing moments is that
the filter banks fuk.x/g and fwk.x/g (see (2.10)) have L vanishing moments. A sufficient
condition for the filter bank (2.9) to have L vanishing moments is that the filter banks
fuk.x/g, fvk.x/g, and fwk.x/g have L vanishing moments.
Proof. This is straightforward.
Remarks. (1) In contrast to Proposition 2.7, it is rather difficult to control the number
of vanishing moments of a filter bank resulting from a “polyphase components” method.
(2) The filter bank (2.6) does not necessarily generate wavelets with two vanishing
moments (respectively C1 wavelets) even if the filter banks fak.x/g, fbk.x/g, fmk.x/g
generate wavelets with an arbitrarily high number of vanishing moments (respectively
with an arbitrarily high regularity). One may take, for example, a0.x/Dm0.x/D d0;L.x/
and b0.x/D e−ixd0;L.x/, where fdk;L.x/g is the monodimensional Daubechies filter bank
with L vanishing moments (see (1.5)).
The relations between the regularity of the bivariate wavelets generated by the filter
bank (2.6) (respectively (2.9)) and the regularity of the monovariate wavelets generated by
the filter banks fak.x/g, fbk.x/g, fmk.x/g (respectively fuk.x/g, fvk.x/g, fwk.x/g) seem
difficult to understand. However, we have
PROPOSITION 2.8. (i) Suppose that the filter bank (2.6) generates wavelets with a
critical Sobolev exponent .M/; then the filter bank fmk.x/g generates wavelets with a
critical Sobolev exponent .m/ .M/.
(ii) Suppose that the filter bank (2.9) generates wavelets with a critical Sobolev
exponent .N/; then the filter banks fuk.x/g and fwk.x/g (see (2.10)) generate wavelets
with critical Sobolev exponents .u/ .N/ and .w/ .N/.
Proof. Let TM , TN , Tm, Tu, and Tw be the transfer operators that correspond to the
filter banks fMk.1; 2/g, fNk.1; 2/g, fmk.x/g, fuk.x/g and fwk.x/g (see (2.6), (2.9),
and (2.10)). Suppose that these filter banks have exactly LM , LN , Lm, Lu, and Lw
vanishing moments, then it follows from Proposition 2.7 that LM  Lm, LN  Lu,
and LN  Lw . Thus we have P12Lm  P12LM , P12Lu  P12LN , and P12Lw  P12LN and
as a consequence .TmjP12Lm /  .TmjP12LM /, .TujP12Lu /  .TujP12LN /, .TwjP12Lw / 
.TwjP12LN
/. Therefore, Proposition 2.8 results from Lemma 2.5.
We have not yet found a necessary and sufficient condition for the filter banks (2.6)
and (2.9) to generate regular wavelets. However, having computed numerically the
regularity of the wavelets that correspond to many examples of filter banks of these types,
we raise the following conjecture for semiseparable filter banks.
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FIGURE 1
Conjecture 2.9. Suppose that the filter banks fMk.1; 2/g, fak.x/g, fbk.x/g, and
fmk.x/g (see (2.6)) have exactlyL vanishing moments. If .a;m/, .b;m/, and .a; b;m/
are the critical Sobolev exponents of the wavelets that correspond to the filter banks
fap.1/mq.2/g0p;q1, fbp.1/mq.2/g0p;q1, and fMk.1; 2/g, then we have
min. .a;m/; .b;m// .a; b;m/max. .a;m/; .b;m//:
2.5. Examples
EXAMPLE 2.10. Taking in (2.6) fak.x/g D fmk.x/g D fdk;4.x/g and fbk.x/g D
fdk;3.x/g (see (1.5)), one obtains a semiseparable filter bank that generates the continuous
scaling function represented in Fig. 1.
EXAMPLE 2.11. Taking in (2.9) fuk.x/g D fvk.x/g D fdk;2.x/g, .x/ D d0;2.x/ and
.x/D d1;2.x/, one obtains a nonseparable filter bank that generates the scaling function
represented in Fig. 2.
FIGURE 2
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3. NONSEPARABLE WAVELETS OF ARBITRARILY HIGH REGULARITY
In this section the norm on R2 will be j.1; 2/j D sup.j1j; j2j/j.
We have shown in [1] that by perturbing the separable Daubechies filter banks one
may obtain filter banks of the type (2.6) and of the type (2.9) that generate nonseparable,
compactly supported, orthonormal wavelet bases of arbitrarily high regularity. However,
these wavelets are necessarily very similar to the separable Daubechies wavelets with the
same number of vanishing moments.
In this section we will give another method for constructing nonseparable, compactly
supported, orthonormal wavelets bases of arbitrarily high regularity.
DEFINITION 3.1. Let fdk;L.x/g0k1 be the monodimensional Daubechies filter bank
with L vanishing moments. Let fAk;L.1; 2/g0k3 be the nonseparable filter bank
obtained, taking in (2.9) fuk.x/g0k1 D fvk.x/g0k1 D fdk;L.x/g01 and .x/, .x/
such that
j.x/j2 D 1− 1
2
jd0;L.x − 2=3/d0;L.x C 2=3/d0;L.x C /j2:
Our aim will be to show that
THEOREM 3.2. The filter banks fAk;L.1; 2/g generate nonseparable orthonormal
compactly supported real wavelet bases for L2.R2/ of arbitrarily high regularity.
Moreover, these wavelets are not “similar” to the separable Daubechies wavelets with
the same number of vanishing moments since, for all 1 2U−2 ; 2 T and 2 2U2 ; 712 T, we
have
lim
L!1jA0;L.1; 2/− d0;L.1/d0;L.2/j D
p
2
2
:
We will use the following lemma to show that a bidimensional scaling function is regular.
It is the generalization of Meyer’s Lemma (see [14, p. 100]).
LEMMA 3.3. Given two reals  2U0;1T and C  .2/−1, there exists an exponent
γ D γ .;C/ > 0 with the following property: If fMk.1; 2/g0k3 is a bidimensional filter
bank that satisfies the following estimates for some integer N  1:
(a) jM0.1; 2/j  N if 1 2 T 23 ; 43 U or 2 2 T 23 ; 43 U,
(b) jM0.1; 2/j  CN j.1 − s1; 2 − s2/jN for all 1, 2 for all .s1; s2/ 2 f0;1g2
and .s1; s2/ 6D .0;0/,
(c) jM0.1; 2/j D jM0.−1;−2/j for all 1, 2.
Then the scaling function ’ that corresponds to M0.1; 2/, satisfies O’.1; 2/ D
O..j1j C j2j/−γN /.
Proof. Let .1; 2/ 2 R2 be such that j.1; 2/j  2 , let j be the integer that satisfies
2i  j.1; 2/j  2iC1 and let .s; t/D .1=2jC2/.1; 2/.
Set f .s; t/D jM0.2s;2t/j1=N and suppose that
jY
kD0
f .2ks;2kt/ 2−j ; (3.1)
for some  > 0 (independent on j ). Then this last inequality will imply Lemma 3.3.
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Let h.s; t/ D f .s; t/f .2s;2t/. It follows from (a) that 0  h.s; t/ < , when s 2 T 16 ; 56 U
or when t 2 T 16 ; 56 U.
From now on, our aim will be to show that
j−1Y
kD0
h.2ks;2kt/ 2−j ; (3.2)
for some  > 0, since the inequality (3.1) is a consequence of the inequality (3.2).
Because of the periodicity of the function h.s; t/ and because of (c), we may suppose
that
s D 1
4
C 3
8
C    ; t D 1
2
C 2
4
C    ;
where j , j 2 f0;1g.
We then define q1; : : : ; qr the transition indices of the finite vectorial sequence
.0; 0/; : : : ; .jC1; jC1/, where .0; 0/ D .0;0/ as follows: r will be the number of
the indices q that satisfy 0 q  j − 1 and .qC1; qC1/ 6D .qC2; qC2/, q1 D 0, and for
all l, 2 l  r ,
ql Dminfn j ql−1 < n j − 1 and .nC1; nC1/ 6D .nC2; nC2/g:
We have introduced the transition indices in order to get the inequalities
h.2qms;2qmt/ ; (M1)
h.2qms;2qmt/ C2−lm; (M2)
where lm D qmC1 − qm (qrC1 D j by convention).
We have 2qms 2 T 16 ; 56 U or 2qmt 2 T 16 ; 56 U; therefore (i) implies (M1). To prove (M2) we
will suppose that qmC1 6D qmC2; we then have j2qms − 1=2j  2−.lmC1/. So, if qmC1 D
qmC2, it follows that j2qmt − qmC1j  2−.lmC1/ and else that j2qmt − 1=2j  2−.lmC1/; in
both cases (ii) implies (M2).
At last, for all j  1, we have
h.s; t/h.2s;2t/   h.2j−1s;2j−1t/ h.2q1s;2q1 t/   h.2qr s;2qr t/:
So, if A and  are two reals such that 2A  C, 2−A  , and 2A.1−/  C (for example,
AD log2C C log2.1=/ and  D log2.1=/=A), then we will have
h.2qms;2qmt/ 2−lm: (*)
Indeed, lm < A (M1) implies that h.2qms;2qmt/ 2−A < 2−lm and lm A (M2) implies
that h.2qms;2qmt/ C2−lm  2−lm .
Since
Pr
1 lm D j it results from (*) that
h.2q1s;2q1 t/   h.2qr s;2qr t/ 2−j :
Let us now give some useful properties of the monodimensional Daubechies filter bank
fdk;L.x/g.
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PROPOSITION 3.4. (i) For every  2U0; 2 T, there exists  2U0;1T such that for all L
big enough and for all x 2 T2 C ; 32 − U the inequality jd0;L.x/j  L holds.
(ii) There exists a real C  .2/−1 such that for all x 2R the inequality jd0;L.x/j 
CLjx −  jL holds.
(iii) For all x 2U−2 ; 2 T, we have limL!1 jd0;L.x/j D 1 and limL!1 jd1;L.x/j D 0.
Proof. See [1, 14].
PROPOSITION 3.5. The filter banks fAk;L.1; 2/g satisfy Lawton’s condition for all
L 1.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that min2T−=2;=2U2 jA0;L./j > 0 (see [4]). Let
.1; 2/ 2 T−2 ; 2 U2; we have jd0;L.1/j 
p
2
2 , jd0;L.2/j 
p
2
2 , jd1;L.2/j 
p
2
2 , and
j.22/j>
p
2
2 . It follows that
jA0;L.1; 2/j  12 Tj.22/j − j.22/jU> 0:
We are now able to give the proof of the Theorem 3.2.
Proof (Of Theorem 3.2). It results from Proposition 3.4 that there exist  2U0;1T
and C  .2/−1 such that fAk;L.1; 2/g satisfies the conditions (a)–(c) of Lemma 3.3
for N D L and L big enough. Thus, the filter banks fAk;L.1; 2/g generate compactly
supported wavelet bases of arbitrarily high regularity. At last, we have
jL.22/jjd0;L.1/jjd1;L.2/j − jL.22/− 1jjd0;L.1/jjd0;L.2/j
 jAL.1; 2/− d0;L.1/d0;L.2/j
 jL.22/jjd0;L.1/jjd1;L.2/j C jL.22/− 1jjd0;L.1/jjd0;L.2/j:
So, when 1 2U−2 ; 2 T and 2 2U2 ; 712 T, it follows from these last inequalities that
lim
L!1jAL.1; 2/− d0;L.1/d0;L.2/j D
p
2
2
;
since we have limL!1 jd0;L.1/jjd1;L.2/j D 1, limL!1 jd0;L.1/jjd0;L.2/j D 0, and
limL!1 jL.22/j D
p
2=2.
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